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	This book discusses the realization and control problems of finite-dimensional dynamical systems which contain linear and nonlinear systems. The author focuses on algebraic methods for the discussion of control problems of linear and non-linear dynamical systems. The book contains detailed examples to showcase the effectiveness of the presented method. The target audience comprises primarily research experts in the field of control theory, but the book may also be beneficial for graduate students alike. 
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Radiological Protection (Landolt-Börnstein: Numerical Data and Functional Relationships in Science and Technology - New Series)Springer, 2005

	The volume Radiological Protection is not only a compilation of numerical data and functional relationships for practical purposes. Rather a comprehensive accompanying text is intended to impart to the scientific or professional user of Radiological Protection both data, the concepts and scientific bases of...
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Grid Control Handbook (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Let’s just look it right in the eye and call it out. We in the IT industries have been barraged with the buzzwords over and over again since we rolled into the new millennium: the transition to utility computing, or grid computing, or cloud computing (depending on the source/exact month/position of the stars in the sky). We’ve...
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Packet Guide to Core Network ProtocolsO'Reilly, 2011

	Trying to find the perfect networking resource or textbook can be a real challenge.
	Sometimes they are extremely focused on one technology, and thus miss the mark. Or
	they are extremely broad, covering every networking idea known to man. This book is
	about something that all networks have in common—the core protocols. Networks...
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Game Day: A Rollicking Journey to the Heart of College FootballJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The popular college football analyst weighs in on the craziness of college football and the 2008 season

If television's college football analysts had a Hall of Fame, Craig James would definitely be in it. His opinion and insight on ABC and ESPN-not to mention occasional jabs of sharp humor and Texas charm-are as addictive as the games...
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Feedback Control for Computer SystemsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		How can you take advantage of feedback control for enterprise programming? With this book, author Philipp K. Janert demonstrates how the same principles that govern cruise control in your car also apply to data center management and other enterprise systems. Through case studies and hands-on simulations, you’ll learn methods to...
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Knowledge and Ignorance of Self in Platonic PhilosophyCambridge University Press, 2019

	Knowledge and Ignorance of Self in Platonic Philosophy is the first volume of essays dedicated to the whole question of self-knowledge and its role in Platonic philosophy. It brings together established and rising scholars from every interpretative school of Plato studies, and a variety of texts from across Plato's corpus - including the...
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